**SUMMARY**

**Start date:** 3rd July, 2017

**End date:** 10th January, 2022

**OJEU Number:** 2017/S 032-057870

**Lead Consortium:** NEUPC

**Main contact:** Sam Wells

s.wells@neupc.ac.uk

**Website:** https://www.hecontracts.co.uk/agreements/461

**Recordable BT2 Savings of 14%**

**SCOPE**

The framework for Furniture Reuse and Recycling has been established to provide a full end to end provision for this service. Services include:

1. Refurbishment of furniture
2. Removal, storage and return of furniture
3. Administrative duties in line with advertisement of available furniture on applicable portals
4. Distribution to downward supply chain of charities

**AGREEMENT BENEFITS**

**USING THE FRAMEWORK**

Please refer to the buyers guide for call off procedures.

**SUPPLIERS**

D Collard Ltd t/a Quicksilver, Go Green Managed Services Ltd, JT & Sons, Over2hills Ltd, Pickfords Move Management Limited, Right Green Recycle Ltd,

**SUSTAINABILITY**

Sustainability benefits of this framework are the main focus and include reduced usage of raw materials do to no new requirements for furniture, reduced landfill from redundant furniture, where reuse is not possible distribution to charity or other areas will be the first option benefiting the local social economy, if redundant furniture is not in a fit state to be re-distributed it will where possible be broken down and recycled. All in line with the 'Waste Hierarchy'.

Cost savings will be established by reduction in skip hire, manpower and disposal costs.

**NEXT STEPS**

Full details of rankings and call off procedures are available in the byers guide.